Would you like to elevate customer
loyalty and employee retention?
SharedKnowledge Managing for Results System™
1. SharedVision™

4. SharedInitiatives™

SharedVision™ has a strategic plan
with four critical components:

SharedInitiatives™ keeps people flexible and willing to seize opportunities.
This is where innovation, productivity,
and quantum improvements are made.

•
•
•
•

An engaging vision
A meaningful mission
6–9 strategic goals
4–7 organizational values

• A documented process to
identify ideas
• A review panel to prioritize, assess
and sugg est implementation
• An execution process that includes
objectives and measurements
• A communications process that
informs, involves and provides
recognition to the individuals and
teams throughout the organization

2. SharedDirection™
SharedDirection™ elicits individual
goals from everyone in the
organization:
•
•
•
•

Roles (hats) articulated
Individual ownership defined
Change goals set: 3–5 per person
Measurements and targets
established
• Organizational vision supported

3. SharedAccountability™
SharedAccountability™ keeps
people focused. It enables managers,
supervisors and individuals to create
an empowered environment and be
comfortable with it. It allows managers
to monitor, support and re-focus
direction as needed.
• Status reports: Due each month
• One on Ones: 2–4 per month
• Staff/Department Meetings:
2–4 per month

Shared Results International helps organizations
and individuals become more successful by
creating an environment of SharedKnowledge™.
• Employees are more focused, flexible and
willing to seize opportunities.
• Managers and supervisors are better able
to monitor, support and lead teams.
• Customer and employee retention is
elevated to the point of loyalty.
The SharedKnowledge Managing For Results
System is a seven-step process that never
fails to engage every employee in the
organization’s success.

7. SharedRewards™
SharedRewards™ allows everyone to recap the benefits
of the organization’s success. Pay out plans are based on
profits. They take into account teamwork, individual
efforts and the achievement of goals.

5. SharedSkills™
SharedSkills™ builds the organization
through creating effective and efficient
abilities.
• Everyone has a shared responsibility
for skill development
• Individual training plans enable
targeted investments

6. SharedEvaluation™
SharedEvaluation™ is the organization’s
performance scorecard. This stage
measures the effectiveness of the
implementation against the metrics and
targets. Adjustments are made where
needed, starting with re-articulating the
vision if required.

“When you can do the common things of life in an uncommon way, you will command the attention of the world.”
—George Washington Carver

Can you benefit from an environment of SharedKnowledge?

If you are…

• Experiencing significant growth…
• In the midst of a major change…
• Idling in neutral…

…you may be experiencing
organizational indifference
where employee problems
abound and supervisors are
stressed to the max. The
answer to these issues—and
the opportunity for increased
prosperity—lies in overcoming organizational indifference.

Organizations realize faster growth,
improved employee morale, and
higher productivity. Expenses are
reduced, process times decreased
and redundant activities eliminated.
The stress of management is
minimized; org a n i z ational
indifference disappears.

Shared Results International helps organizations and
individuals become more successful by creating an
environment of SharedKnowledge™. This means
employees are focused, flexible and willing to seize
opportunities for the good of the organization. There
is no organizational indifference.

What Makes Shared Results
International Different?
We don't just tell you what is wrong, and what to do
about it, we stay and work with you, shoulder to shoulder,
executing solutions. We create lasting change. We help you
succeed without us.

This is an environment where everyone is willing to
embrace change, be individually responsible and
accountable, and contribute innovative ideas and actions.
It's place where managers and supervisors are able to
monitor, support and lead teams more effectively; and
where customer and employee retention is elevated to the
point of loyalty.

Our Clients Tell Us We:
• Go the extra mile, giving more than was expected.
• Are easy to work with, being accommodating of
client schedules and needs.
• Bring a vast amount of experience and ex p e rtise,
with insight and strategic sensitivity.
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